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Litigating Federalism: An Empirical Analysis of
Decisions of the Belgian Constitutional Court∙
Lucia Dalla Pellegrina*, Jef De Mot**, Michael Faure***
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Belgian Constitutional Court – Conflicts between regions, communities and the
central government – Allocation of competences – Decisions with high political
content – Degree of political alignment between the parties in litigation and judicial
behaviour at the Court – Empirical testing – All decisions of the Belgian Constitutional
Court, 1985-2012 – Alignment between the alleged political preferences of the judges
and the political affiliation of the Petitioner increases the rate of success of the latter
Introduction
Different theories have been proposed to explain judicial behaviour over the last
several decades. Those theories can be broadly categorised into three different
approaches. Legalistic theories suggest that constitutional judges simply interpret
and apply the Constitution with a conformist view of precedent, within a given
set of legal norms, and in adherence to the law (hence, individual judicial
characteristics have no significant role in explaining court decisions). From a
completely different perspective, the attitudinal model sees judicial preferences,
with special emphasis on ideology or sincere political viewpoints, as the main
determinant.1 Finally, strategic theories recognise the importance of judicial
preferences, but argue that they are implemented while taking political and
institutional realities into account (for example, judges will consider the possible
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1 L. Epstein et al., The Behavior of Federal Judges: A Theoretical and Empirical Study of Rational
Choice (Harvard University Press 2013).
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reaction of whomever appointed them, allowing policy goals to interact with
disposition preferences2). These theories were, however, developed to explain
judicial behaviour in the United States, initially at the Supreme Court and, more
recently, in the federal courts.
In the European tradition, legal scholars have remarked that the German model
of a specialised constitutional court has been more successful in avoiding the
contamination of legal decisions and judgments by political determinants. They
recognise that the appointment mechanism to these courts is political in nature,
but that the resulting internal balance of the court decision-making is
overwhelmingly politically neutral.3 The apparent depoliticisation of this model,
in contrast with the US institutional arrangements, seems to be confirmed by the
leading advocates of such design.4 However, recent studies in Europe have shown
that the patterns of judicial behaviour are not immune to ideology. Still, these
patterns somehow play out differently than at American federal courts.5 In this
respect, there seems to be a gap between recent empirical work and more
traditional legal accounts in European constitutional law.
Our work is part of the literature that proposes that European constitutional
judges likewise respond to their personal preferences and, at the same time, make
their decisions within an institutional context that induces certain strategies.6
Given the political nature of constitutional judges’ selection and appointment, it is
almost natural to expect them to exhibit the same political preferences as the party
2 C.M. Cameron and L. Kornhauser, ‘Rational Choice Attitudinalism? A Review of Epstein,
Landes and Posner’s The Behavior of Federal Judges: A Theoretical and Empirical Study
of Rational Choice, <wws.princeton.edu/faculty-research/research/item/rational-choice-attitudi
nalism-review-epstein-landes-and-posner%E2%80%99s>, visited 22 March 2017.
3 J. Ferejohn and P. Pasquino, ‘Constitutional Adjudication: Lessons from Europe’, 82(7) Texas
Law Review (2004) p. 1671-1704.
4 P. Furlong, ‘The Constitutional Court in Italian Politics’, 11(3)West European Politics (1988)
p. 7-23 and P. Pasquino, ‘Constitutional Adjudication and Democracy. Comparative Perspectives:
USA, France, Italy’, 1(1) Ratio Juris (1998) p. 38-50.
5 S. Brouard, ‘The Politics of Constitutional Veto in France: Constitutional Council, Legislative
Majority and Electoral Competition’, 32(2)West European Politics (2009) p. 384-403; C. Hönnige,
‘The Electoral Connection: How the Pivotal Judge Affects Oppositional Success at European
Constitutional Courts’, 32(5) West European Politics (2009) p. 963-984; C. Hanretty, ‘Dissent in
Iberia: The Ideal Points of Justices on the Spanish and Portuguese Constitutional Tribunals’, 51(5)
European Journal of Political Research (2012) p. 671-692; N. Garoupa et al., ‘Political Influence and
Career Judges: An Empirical Analysis of Administrative Review by the Spanish Supreme Court’, 9(4)
Journal of Empirical Legal Studies (2012) p. 795-826; N. Garoupa et al., ‘Judging under Political
Pressure: An Empirical Analysis of Constitutional Review Voting in the Spanish
Constitutional Court’, 29(3) Journal of Law, Economics and Organization (2013) p. 513-534.
6 L. Dalla Pellegrina and N. Garoupa, ‘Choosing between the Government and the Regions: An
Empirical Analysis of the Italian Constitutional Court Decisions’, 52(4) European Journal of Political
Research (2013) p. 431-480; Garoupa et al. 2013, supra n. 5.
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that selects them. At the same time, important political and institutional
constraints can incentivise consensus in courts where constitutional judges are
willing to abdicate their ideologically-preferred outcomes to forge significant
majorities that enhance judicial reputation.
In this article, we look at the particular case of Belgium as an excellent example
of the European tradition. Until 1970, Belgium was a unitary state. Several major
stages of state reform have turned Belgium into a complex federal state composed
of language areas, communities and regions. There are four language areas:
the Dutch, the French and the German language areas, plus the bilingual Brussels-
Capital area. These areas have no powers of their own but merely serve to delimit
the competency area for communities and regions. There are three communities:
the Flemish-, the French- and the German-speaking Community. They hold
competencies in policy areas more oriented to personal welfare (e.g. education,
culture, health care and social policy). There are also three regions: the Flemish, the
Walloon and the Brussels-Capital region. These are granted powers in areas more
directly related to the territory itself (e.g. the economy, employment, agriculture,
housing, energy, transport and the environment). The union maintains
competency over various federal policies.7
Belgium’s federalisation process has led to a complex institutional framework.
At the federal level, the main institutions are the King, the federal Parliament
(House of Representatives and Senate) and the federal government. Each
community and region has its own parliamentary assembly, government and civil
service. In 1980, however, Flemish politicians decided to officially merge the
Flemish region (and its institutions) with the (institutions of the) Flemish
Community, resulting in one Flemish parliament, one Flemish government and
one Flemish administration. As the regions and communities are created by
the state under the terms of constitutional law, there is no historical background to
help establish consensus over their competences and powers. Frequently, the
Belgian Constitutional Court entertains conflicts of jurisdiction between the
different communities and regions or between these communities and regions and
the central government.8
Whilst the US Supreme Court has received much empirical attention from
legal scholars and political scientists, the empirical debate on other constitutional
7 Such as social security, defence, justice, the federal police, monetary policy and state-owned
companies. It also holds responsibility for the obligations of Belgium and its federalised institutions
towards the EU and NATO and controls substantial parts of public health, home affairs and foreign
affairs.
8 On Belgian politics, see e.g. K. Deschouwer, ‘And the Peace Goes On? Consociational
Democracy and Belgian Politics in the Twenty-first Century’, 29(5) West European Politics (2006)
p. 895-911 and W. Swenden et al., ‘The Politics of Belgium: Institutions and Policy under Bipolar
and Centrifugal Federalism’, 29(5) West European Politics (2006) p. 863-873.
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courts is largely an emerging literature.9 However, somewhat remarkably, the
Belgian Constitutional Court has not been studied in depth by empirical
scholars.10 Our article aims to fill that gap.
The implications arising from our study of comparative judicial politics are
significant. First, we document the extent to which American-based theories of
judicial behaviour are relevant to foreign jurisdictions. Second, we find that the
presumption that European courts are politically neutral is empirically misguided.
Third, we show that judicial review of federalism is contaminated by ideological
and strategic aspects that cannot be explained by purely legalistic accounts.
The paper is structured as follows. An overview of the Belgian Constitutional
Court is presented in the first section, including procedure and operation. The
hypotheses are discussed in the second section. Regression analysis is presented in
the third section. The results are discussed in the fourth section, together with a
few examples and legal implications. This is followed by a short conclusion. Please
note that some supplementary materials are available online.
The Belgian Constitutional Court
11
From the outset, in 1984, the Belgian Constitutional Court was officially
inaugurated as the ‘Court of Arbitration’,12 delivering its first judgment in
9 G. Vanberg, The Politics of Constitutional Review in Germany (Cambridge University Press
2005); S. Amaral Garcia et al., ‘Judicial Independence and Party Politics in the Kelsenian
Constitutional Courts: The Case of Portugal’, 6(2) Journal of Empirical Legal Studies (2009)
p. 381-404; R. Franck, ‘Judicial Independence under a Divided Polity: A Study of the Rulings of the
French Constitutional Court, 1959-2006’, 25(1) Journal of Law, Economics and Organization
(2009) p. 262-284; R. Franck, ‘Judicial Independence and the Validity of Controverted Elections’,
12(2) American Law and Economics Review (2010) p. 394-422; Dalla Pellegrina and Garoupa, supra
n. 6; Garoupa et al. 2013, supra n. 5.
10 A few exceptions are J. De Jaegere et al., ‘Exploring the Deliberative Performance of a
Constitutional Court in a Consociational Political System. A Theoretical and Empirical Analysis of
the Belgian Constitutional Court’, <ecpr.eu/Filestore/PaperProposal/1c16e505-e983-44c9-9935-
8c573f521ab0.pdf>, visted 22March 2017; J. De Jaegere, ‘Inclusiviteit als delibera-tieve bouwsteen
van legitimiteit: een empirische analyse van het Belgische Grondwettelijk Hof’, 4 Tijdschrift voor
Bestuurs-wetenschappen en Publiekrecht (2015) p. 194-215.
11 This section provides a brief overview of the Belgian Constitutional Court. For more details, we
refer to the website of the Court (see <www.const-court.be>, also available in English and French); see also
H. Bocken and W. De Bondt, Introduction to Belgian Law (Kluwer and Bruylant 2001);
P. Popelier, Procederen voor het Grondwettelijk Hof [Litigating in the Constitutional Court] (Intersentia 2008);
J. Velaers, Van Arbitragehof tot Grondwettelijk Hof [FromCourt of Arbitration to Constitutional Court] (Maklu
Uitgevers 1990) and, M.-F. Rigaux and B. Renauld, La Cour constitutionnelle (Bruylant 2008).
12 Referring more particularly to the fact that it was meant to be a referee between the central and
different decentralised levels of government, see P. Peeters, ‘Expanding Constitutional Review by the
Belgian “Court of Arbitration”’, 11 European Public Law (2005) p. 475-479; M. Adams and
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April 1985. Its original mission was to supervise compliance with the
constitutional division of powers between the state, the communities and the
regions. In 1988 and 2003, the powers of the Constitutional Court were
significantly extended. They now also include the supervision of adherence to the
fundamental rights and liberties guaranteed in Section II of the Constitution
(Articles 8 to 32) and of Articles 170 (principle of legality in tax-related matters),
172 (equality in tax-related matters) and 191 (protection of foreign citizens).
In 2007, its name was changed to ‘Constitutional Court’.13
The Belgian Constitutional Court consists of 12 judges appointed for life (but
subject to mandatory retirement at 70) by the King from a list of two candidates
proposed respectively by each of the two chambers of Parliament by a majority of
at least two-thirds of the voting members.14 Six judges must belong to the Dutch
language group, six to the French language group. One of the judges must have an
adequate knowledge of German. Each linguistic group is composed of three judges
with at least five years of experience as a member of parliament, and three judges
with a legal background (university professor of law at a Belgian university,
magistrate with the Court of Cassation or the Council of State, legal secretary with
the Constitutional Court). The judges of each linguistic group elect a President,
who presides over the Court for a term of one year, in rotation with the
other President.15
Normally, cases are heard by a bench of seven judges.16 According to Article 59
of the Special Statute of 6 January 1989, presidents participate in all cases, this in
order to guarantee continuity and consistency in the case law of the court. One
disadvantage of this rule is that the court cannot decide two cases
simultaneously.17 The other five judges are appointed in accordance with a
complex system of alternation which guarantees that each bench has at least three
judges from each linguistic group, at least two judges with prior legal
qualifications, and two former members of parliament. All justices have to
participate in a variety of cases, therefore excluding specialisation. The first judge
G. Van der Schyff, ‘Grondwettigheidstoetsing door de rechter als “list van de rijke”?
Methodologische en andere vragen bij processen van rechtsverandering’, Tijdschrift voor
Privaatrecht (2008) p. 913-977 at 928. For an historical account see Velaers, supra n. 11, p. 1-85.
13 See further Velaers, supra n. 11, p. 545-557.
14 Commentators hold that nominations take place on the basis of a political majority in the
Chamber of Representatives and the Senate T. Moonen, ‘Graag meer aandacht voor besluitvorming
Grondwettelijk Hof’, 284 De Juristenkrant, 26 February 2014, p. 12). ‘The twelve seats in the
Constitutional Court are divided among the political parties’ (E. Maes, ‘Waarom geen hoorzitting
voor nieuwe rechters Grondwettelijk Hof’, 279 Juristenkrant, 4 December 2013, p. 10).
15 Velaers, supra n. 11, p. 604-606.
16 Velaers, supra n. 11, p. 607.
17 Velaers, supra n. 11.
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of each linguistic group, appointed for the case at hand, acts as reporting judge.18
Decisions are taken by a simple majority vote. Since under normal circumstances
the number of deciding justices is uneven (7), it is unavoidable that one language
group will be in the majority. However, since Article 54 of the Statute of 6 January
1989 states that the presidency of the court rotates annually between the two
presidents, the language majority also changes each year. This system prevents one
language group from abusing its majority position, since the next year it will be in
the minority.19 By calling for an uneven number of justices, the legislator wished
to make sure that the court would be able to reach decisions. A justice is moreover
forced to vote in favour or against a particular proposal. Refusal to take a decision
is punishable under Article 258 of the Penal Code: justices are hence not allowed
to abstain from taking a decision.20 Article 57 of the Special Statute of 6 January
1989 states explicitly that Article 258 of the Penal Code (concerning a refusal to
grant justice) is also applicable to the justices of the Belgian Constitutional Court.
Although a bench of seven judges is the rule, the Presidents may decide to
submit a case to the Belgian Constitutional Court in full session. They can each do
so whenever they deem it necessary, and they are obliged to do so when two of the
seven judges who make up the (ordinary) bench so request. This option is rarely
invoked.21 At least ten judges, and in any case an equal number of Dutch-speaking
and French-speaking judges, must be present for the full Court to rule. The
presiding judge casts a deciding vote in the event of a tie. Obviously, the right to
submit a case to the Court in full session combined with casting the deciding vote
gives the presiding judge special authority.22
Several mechanisms have been implemented with the intent of avoiding overt
party alignment. These include the writing of single opinions, secret voting
(making it impossible to track individual votes), and opinions written in such a
way as to make the decision appear fairly consensual, since no concurring or
dissenting opinion is allowed (in contrast to the US practice of issuing
18 One of the judges reports on the case at a public hearing. The second reporting judge, from the
other linguistic group, may file a supplementary report.
19 L. De Geyter, ‘De werkwijze van het Arbitragehof’, 27OAPR, 21 September 2009, Comments
on Articles 54-61.
20 De Geyter, supra n. 19.
21 Velaers, supra n. 11, p. 454.
22 There is evidence from the behavioural literature showing that the President can have a strong
influence on the decision of a panel. On the one hand, low-effort judges may free-ride on the work of
their colleagues; on the other hand, charismatic or powerful Presidents may push the decision in the
direction they desire. Eisenberg and co-authors showed the influence of the President: see
T. Eisenberg et al., ‘Group Decision Making on Appellate Panels: Presiding Justice and Opinion
Justice Influence in the Israel Supreme Court’, 19 Psychology, Public Policy and Law (2013) p. 282-296.
See also A. Biard, Judges andMass Litigation. A (Behavioural) Law and Economics Perspective (dissertation,
Erasmus University Rotterdam, December 2014) p. 275-276.
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separate opinions). The precise method of decision-making within the court (in
addition to the fact that decisions are taken by a simple majority) remains
unknown. Some information on the decision-making process is revealed in case
law and in interviews with presidents of the court. Former President Alex Arts said,
in an interview:23
There are within the Constitutional Court communitarian (language)
contradictions, differing opinions and ideological differences of opinion. There are no
overt tensions: we do everything we can to prevent those tensions. We do everything
we can to maintain amiability within the court. Everyone realises that this is necessary.
No one benefits from open conflicts, since we will still need each other the next day.
Formally, we are required to come to a decision, and in case of a full meeting,
seven votes are sufficient. In the event six votes are cast in favour and six votes
against, the vote of the functioning president is decisive.
The votes in our country are cast in secret and hence I cannot tell you how often
there is no consensus as we decide by majority. But you may assume that
consensus is the rule and that decisions taken by simple majority are the exception
confirming the rule. My good colleague, the late Louis-Paul Suetens, once told me
when I just started here ‘Here no one wins or loses’.
The proportionality test is essential since the reasoning which constitutes the
basis of our decisions is never purely legal; there is also a societal opinion behind it.
Our decisions combine legal insights and common sense. We try to be ‘wise’.
When we test whether an equal or unequal treatment by the legislator is justified,
we try to strike a balance between law and justice.
Legal doctrine is critical of the way in which decisions are made by the Belgian
Constitutional Court. The criticism is more particularly focused on the non-
transparent character of the decision-making process and on the fact that there are no
dissenting opinions, making it difficult to discern the true motives behind a decision
of the Constitutional Court. For example, Moonen, in several publications, has
pleaded in favour of more transparency concerning the decision-making process of
the Belgian Constitutional Court. He mentioned, inter alia, ‘To the extent that the
limited amount of information available allows us to draw any conclusions, research
concerning the Constitutional Court shows that, in the decision-making process, a
complex series of factors are taken into account’.24 He has also argued that ‘The court
itself could provide more clarity in its decisions concerning the choices available, the
path chosen, and especially why one solution was chosen over another’.25
23 With the journal De Tijd, 27 September 2004, p. 5.
24 Moonen, supra n. 14.
25 Moonen, supra n. 14; T. Moonen, ‘De invloed van het Grondwettelijk Hof op de uitlegging
van de Grondwet door andere rechters en door de wetgever’ [The influence of the Constitutional Court
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Former President Alen of the court is, however, strongly opposed to the issuing
of dissenting or concurring opinions. He held ‘That would mean the end of the
court, I think. Especially in our country, where we have a communitarian divide
and it is continually necessary to seek consensus between the different linguistic
communities. Public individual opinions would make such consensus impossible
or at least very difficult to achieve’.26 More recently, De Jagere27 has empirically
examined third-party intervention in procedures before the Belgian Constitutional
Court and argues that this ‘inclusiveness’ is relatively limited. Furthermore,
she suggests including the opinions of third parties in the decision-making
process in order to enhance the democratic nature of decisions. Maes28 has also
criticised current decision-making by the Constitutional Court, but from a
different angle. She pleads inter alia in favour of involving amici curiae in order
to increase the quality of the decision-making and she defends publishing
dissenting opinions which would contribute to an open debate on constitutional
decision-making.
In this article, we focus on conflicts between regions, communities and the
central government as regulated by the Belgian Constitution. Each entity may
submit a petition to the Belgian Constitutional Court within six months of
publication of legislation that it alleges exceeds the competence of the central
government or of a particular region or community. The Constitutional Court is
the final arbiter concerning the allocation of competences. If a law is declared
unconstitutional, it is then entirely or partially annulled.29 Judgments annulling a
disputed regulation have absolute binding force from the moment they are
published in theMoniteur belge. In principle, the annulment has retroactive effect,
which means that the annulled statute must be deemed to never have existed.30
The decision is not open to appeal.
The Belgian Constitutional Court handles several other types of cases, not only
the ones examined here. Aside from the authorities designated by statute (the
Council of Ministers, etc.), an action for annulment may also be brought by any
on the interpretation of the Constitution by other judges and the legislator], 4-5 Tijdschrift voor
Bestuurswetenschappen en Publiekrecht (2015) p. 216-227; T. Moonen, ‘De keuzes van het
Grondwettelijk Hof: argumenten bij de interpretatie van de Grondwet’, 26 Rechtskundig Weekblad
(2015-2016) p. 1003 and T. Moonen, De keuzes van het Grondwettelijk Hof (die Keure 2016).
26 A. Alen, ‘Wij zijn geen juristen in een ivoren toren’, 284De Juristenkrant, 26 February 2014, p. 8.
27 De Jaegere, supra n. 10.
28 E. Maes,De rol van een Grondwettelijk Hof in een rechtstatelijk perspectief (dissertation, Catholic
University of Leuven, 29 January 2016) and E. Maes, ‘Een diverser Grondwettelijk Hof, voor meer
legitimiteit en kwaliteit’, 284 De Juristenkrant, 24 February 2016, p. 8-9.
29 K.-J. Vandormael, Het Grondwettelijk Hof: rechter of regelgever. Analyse van de draagwijdte van de
rechtspraak van het Grondwettelijk Hof (Larcier 2015) p. 38-68; Popelier, supra n. 11, p. 353-403.
30 Note that the Belgian Constitutional Court sometimes decides to moderate the retroactive
effect of an annulment, thus giving the legislator some time to repair unconstitutional legislation.
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(natural or legal) person who has a justifiable interest.31 Also, any tribunal may
refer preliminary questions to the Constitutional Court.32 In most of these cases,
however, neither the plaintiff nor the defendant has a clear political identification.
We have chosen to concentrate on disputes between the federal government and
regional governments as well as on disputes where opposing parties are both
regional governments so that the existence of political conflict or alignment can
be easily assessed and will not require additional subjective consideration by
the researchers.
Several Belgian scholars have conducted empirical research with respect to the
cases decided by the Belgian Constitutional Court.33 Those studies provide an
analysis of the number of cases (a random sample of the entire population) and the
actors involved, but do not correlate those results to the political background of
the judges as we do in this article. In fact, those studies focus on reasoning and
justification, deliberation, and constitutional dialogue, concluding that the
Belgian Constitutional Court vacillates between deference to the legislator and
remedying legislation (with preponderant use of the equality clause). Patterns of
partisan behaviour are not directly addressed by those empirical studies.
The hypotheses and dataset
Relevant actors at the Belgian Constitutional Court
Our article focuses on cases litigated at the Belgian Constitutional Court where
one side is the federal government and the other side is a regional government,
as well as on cases where opposing parties are both regional governments. As in any
federal arrangement, each party naturally wants to maximise its jurisdiction.
At some point, enhancing the political competence of one party necessarily
31 Once again within six months of the publication of the disputed regulation in the Official
Journal.
32 The effects of these rulings are somewhat different. The court that referred the preliminary
question, and any other court passing judgment in the same case (for instance an appeal court), must
comply with the ruling given by the Constitutional Court on the preliminary point of law. Where
the Court finds a violation, the legislative act will remain part of the legal system. However, a new
six-month term commences during which an action for annulment of the legislative act concerned
can be brought forward. See Popelier, supra n. 11, p. 230-268; A. Alen, ‘Les questions préjudicielles
posées à la Cour d’arbitrage. Règles générales, exceptions, etc. (on se comprit la situation du
justiciable au recours de la procédure et l’autorité de la chose jugée de la décision de renvoi)’, in
A. Arts et al. (eds.), Les rapports entre la Cour d’arbitrage, le pouvoir judiciaire et le conseil d’état, acte du
symposium du 21 octobre 2005 (La Charte 2006) p. 153-194 at 164-172, and J. Sautois, ‘Saisir la cour
constitutionnelle d’une demande de suspension’, in P. Martens (ed.), Saisir la Cour constitutionnelle
et la Cour de justice de l’Union Européenne (Anthemis 2012) p. 55-84.
33 De Jaegere et al., supra n. 10; De Jaegere, supra n. 10.
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reduces the other party’s influence, be it in the federal government or in a regional
government.
The legislation reviewed by the Belgian Constitutional Court reflects a conflict
of competence that was unable to be solved politically. One side has a political
interest in enacting legislation that is challenged by the other side since a
settlement could not be negotiated. In that respect, Belgian federal and regional
legislation follows standard political cycles. Federal and regional institutions are
frequently dominated by non-identical political majorities, and conflicts that
cannot be reconciled without the intervention of the Constitutional Court
naturally emerge between jurisdictions.34
When reviewing conflicts of jurisdiction, constitutional judges are inevitably
confronted with two competing political interests. The political nature and the
political implications of constitutional review in this context are understandable
and inevitable.
We have gathered information about cases which allows us to identify whether
or not the Belgian Constitutional Court decision is favourable to one party in
particular. However, as explained previously, we cannot directly observe how each
constitutional judge votes in any particular decision (in the best civil law tradition,
individual votes are not publicised).35 For each particular decision, we know the
composition of the Constitutional Court, that is, the constitutional judges that
actually participated in the decision (hereafter, we shall refer to the composition of
the Constitutional Court at each decision as the Panel of judges).36 We also know
the proportion of judges in the Panel belonging to each political coalition. For
each decision, the three most critical judges are the President and the Rapporteurs
(the constitutional judges who draft the text of the decision, that is, the reporting
judges). These judges play strategic roles in amassing a majority of votes to pass a
particular opinion. They provide the focal point that, presumably, significantly
influences the final outcome.37
34 Since there is no formal hierarchy between the legislative acts of the different legislators in the
Belgian federal system, it was necessary to create a court to resolve potential conflicts, see Adams and
Van der Schyff, supra n. 12, p. 928.
35 See interview with the former President of the Court of Arbitration [now Constitutional] Alex
Arts, De Tijd, 27 September 2004, p. 5: ‘Votes in our country are not made public… You can
assume that consensus is the rule and that decisions based on a simple majority are the exception
confirming the rule.’
36 As explained before, the composition of the Panel is variable but exogenous to the decisions
taken by the Court.
37 It is sometimes alleged that the legal secretaries assisting the Rapporteurs in preparing the
reports also play an important role. These secretaries have a university degree in law and are selected
on the basis of an open competition, the terms and conditions of which are determined by the Court.
Obviously, their political preferences would be more difficult to ascertain. Furthermore, the cases do
not mention which legal secretary was involved in making the report.
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Unlike at the US Supreme Court, the President of the Belgian Constitutional
Court is elected by his fellow judges. More precisely, the judges of each linguistic
group elect a President who presides over the Court for a term of one year, in
rotation with the other President.38 The President of the Panel is, in general, the
President of the Court. In the absence of the President of the Court, the longest-
serving judge or, if necessary, the oldest judge belonging to the same language
group, serves as President of the Panel. When a case is handled in a language that
does not correspond with the language group the President of the Court belongs
to, he or she is obliged to delegate his powers to the other President. (The language
to be used is always the language of the Petitioner.) In our sample (1985-2012),
we have 15 different Presidents of the Court and an equal number of Presidents
of the Panel.
The two Rapporteurs are appointed by means of an identical system of rotation.
Specifically, the first judge of each linguistic group - appointed for the case at hand -
acts as reporting judge. Unlike at the US Supreme Court, the Rapporteur is chosen
before the initial meeting of the Panel and is therefore a member of the judicial
majority. At the same time, and unlike in some other countries (e.g. Italy), the
Rapporteur is not picked by the President based upon a criterion of expertise.
Hypotheses
At this stage, we can make two contrasting hypotheses. The first hypothesis is
simply that the likelihood of a Petitioner succeeding is not influenced by the
President being affiliated with the Petitioner’s coalition, by the Rapporteurs being
affiliated with the Petitioner’s coalition, or by the proportion of judges in the Panel
affiliated with the Petitioner’s coalition. The alternative (second) hypothesis is that
the likelihood of a Petitioner succeeding is influenced by the President being
affiliated with the Petitioner’s coalition, by the Rapporteurs being affiliated with
the Petitioner’s coalition, or by the proportion of judges in the Panel affiliated with
the Petitioner’s coalition.
The literature on comparative judicial politics supports the first hypothesis.
By virtue of institutional arrangements, constitutional judges in European courts
are largely kept insulated from political interests. This is also consistent with
legalistic accounts, according to which there should be no correlation between the
likelihood of a Petitioner succeeding and measures of political preference.
Two additional reasons could support this hypothesis: first, Shapiro’s
conjecture that central governments usually win in cases against regional
38 The court term starts on 1 September each year. The rotation of the presidency (between the
different language groups) is considered a guarantee that one language group cannot dominate the
other, see L. De Geyter, Article 142 Constitution in: Public Procedural Law. Comments per Article
with an Overview of Case Law and Legal Doctrine, I, The Constitution (2011) p. 1-48.
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governments, since civil law courts are less influential and excessively dependent
upon the federal government.39 In other words, political alignment is not
systematic because the particular influence of the federal government vis-à-vis
regional governments dominates constitutional adjudication in this context
(independent of any particular party interest). Second, the economic theory of
judicial independence sees constitutional review as an instrument for achieving an
effective balance of federal and regional powers. In order to maximise influence
and perform their role as referees, constitutional judges are not systematically
aligned with particular political interests, given the need to foster a perception of
neutrality in reference to the litigation in the Court.40
The alternative hypothesis is in line with standard political science theories,
namely the attitudinal model and the strategic model.41 By these two accounts, a
correlation should exist between the likelihood of a Petitioner succeeding and
measures of political preference. In particular, when policy preferences differ
between a Petitioner and the Court, we should expect decisions against the wishes
of a Petitioner.
Belgian constitutional judges are appointed by means of a complex
institutional arrangement that is, however, greatly influenced by national
political parties. Those making the appointments will select individuals who are
ideologically close to their policy preferences (preferences are expected to be
aligned between ‘appointer’ and appointee; therefore, in a model of sincere voting
such as the attitudinal model, we should expect the appointee to reflect the
preferences of the ‘appointer’). At the same time, in a context of limited tenure
(life tenure subject to mandatory retirement at the age of 70) and with an eye to
future appointments (such as positions in future administrations, or other political
sinecures), constitutional judges seriously weigh the political repercussions of
Court decisions for their ‘appointers’ (the appointee should reflect, for strategic
reasons, the preferences of the ‘appointer’ ).42 Therefore, we expect consistent
alignment in the way constitutional judges vote and the interests of their
‘appointers’ (due to both selection and incentives). This reasoning applies to all
constitutional judges, including the President and the Rapporteurs. Due to a lack
39 M. Shapiro, ‘Judicial Review in Developed Democracies’, 10(4) Democratization (2003)
p. 7-26, argues that constitutional courts tend to serve as agent of the central government, ‘policing’
the regional governments, while only rarely limiting the competences and powers of the central
government.
40 W. Landes and R. Posner, ‘The Independent Judiciary in an Interest-Group Perspective’, 18(3)
Journal of Law and Economics (1975) p. 875-901.
41 Epstein et al., supra n. 1.
42 It is unlikely that smaller parties and other potential private interests are in a position to offer
better future career and sinecure opportunities than the main political parties. As a consequence,
we expect the interests of the large coalitions to dominate over any other strategic interest.
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of individual observations, here we investigate the application of this reasoning to
the President, the Rapporteurs and the share of judges in the Panel. However, we
should take care to emphasise the pivotal role played by the President and the
Rapporteurs, as explained in previous sections, which, on the whole, strengthens
our empirical strategy.43
The two (mutually exclusive) hypotheses are tested on a panel of data recording
all decisions of the Belgian Constitutional Court during the period 1985-2012
concerning disputes where one side is the federal government and the other side is
a regional government, as well as cases where opposing parties are both regional
governments. (This is the entire population of cases, and not a random sample as
in previous studies on the Constitutional Court).44We expect political preferences
to be extremely relevant in the area of judicial review of federalism. In the 28-year
period examined, there were 136 such cases: 96 cases (71%) where one side is the
federal government and the other side is a regional government,45 and 40 cases
(29%) where both sides are regional governments.
Dataset
Data has been drawn from the Belgian Constitutional Court website, which is a
fully comprehensive collection of all the decisions taken by the Court each year.46
Other publicly available sources, such as the websites of the several parliaments47
and the most important Belgian press outlets (such as De Standaard, De Tijd,
Le Soir, La Libre Belgique) have also been used to associate judges with their
political preferences.48 For each petition, we collected information regarding both
43 Dalla Pellegrina and Garoupa, supra n. 6; Garoupa et al. 2013, supra n. 5.
44 We have looked at all actions for annulment, except the ones that have been declared
inadmissible or have been revoked before a decision on the merits was made.
45 In 40% of the 96 disputes involving the federal government the latter is the Plaintiff.
46 <www.const-court.be>. In most of the cases, neither the Plaintiff nor the Defendant have a
clear and straightforward political identification (e.g. disputes between private citizens). We chose to
concentrate on disputes between the federal government and regional governments as well as on
disputes where opposing parties are both regional governments so that the existence of political
conflict or alignment can be easily assessed and is less subject to subjective considerations.
Consequently, we have not included disputes between private citizens where one or more parties
have a clear political identification (for example, the famous Brussels-Halle-Vilvoorde judgment)
because that would not be a random sample of private disputes.
47 See <www.fed-parl.be/index.html>; <www.vlaamsparlement.be/vp/index.html>; <www.
parlement.wallonie.be/content/>; <www.parlbruparl.irisnet.be>.
48 The political nature of the nominations in the Belgian Constitutional Court is as such not in
dispute. In the words of former President Alex Arts: ‘All former members of Parliament enter with a
political party signature on their backs. But to a certain extent that is also the case for the lawyers.
Parliament has to approve the proposition of a member of the Court of Arbitration with a two-third
majority and their party politics plays a role. The mandates are divided between the parties on the
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Plaintiffs and Defendants (federal government or regions), the declaration of the
constitutionality of the law at stake, the date the petition was filed, the date of the
decision, and the composition of the Panel of judges,49 noting personal
characteristics of its members.
A combination of factors characterises the disputes brought to the attention
of the Belgian Constitutional Court. First, constitutionality can be questioned
either by a region on a federal law, by the federal government on a regional law,
or by a region on the law of another region.50 In line with this, we constructed
a set of binary variables each taking value one when either the federal government
or a given region are plaintiffs, and zero otherwise. Similarly, we also generated
a parallel set of dummies indicating whether the federal government or
a given region are Defendants. Similarly, we built a dummy variable taking
value one when the Petitioner succeeds in a dispute (Petitioner succeeds) and
zero otherwise. Success of the Petitioner occurs when the latter questions a
Defendant’s law and at least one article of that law has been declared
unconstitutional.51,52 From Table 1, it turns out that the Petitioner succeeds in
70% of cases. However, breaking down the rate of success by the type of
Petitioner, one observes that the federal government succeeds less frequently
(63%) than all regions except for Flanders (60%). The French Community
succeeds 85% of the time and the Brussels region 71%, whereas Wallonia
always succeeds.
Second, in some cases a petition involves more than one decision because:
(1) the same actor raises different concerns that each require a separate decision; or
(2) the same petition involves several actors. To reflect this, in the process of data
basis of their strength in Parliament. This is a defendable system since it allows all political tendencies
to be represented in the Court’ (interview with former President Alex Arts, De Tijd, 27 September
2004, p. 5).
49 It is not common for all judges to take part in a decision of the Court; hence the composition of
the Panel of judges is different across petitions. In our sample, it ranges from seven to over ten to
twelve members.
50 In general, the following authorities and persons may bring an action for annulment: the
Council of Ministers and the governments of the communities and regions, the Presidents of all
legislative assemblies at the request of two-thirds of their members, and natural or legal persons, both
in private law and public law, Belgian as well as foreign nationals. The latter category of persons must
declare a justifiable interest.
51 For example, in case 108/2000, the Flemish Executive asked for an annulment of Arts. 190,
191 and 194 of the federal law of 25 January 1999 on social provisions. The Court annulled Arts.
191 and 194, but not Art. 190. In the Tobacco Advertisement Case (102/1999) discussed below, the
Court upheld the federal ban on tobacco advertising, except for internationally organised events that
took place before 31 July 2003.
52 We performed regressions excluding cases questioning articles already regulated by other laws,
to avoid perfect prediction of the Petitioner’s failure. In fact, in our data, when the decision of the
Court invokes another rule disciplining the same argument the Petitioner always loses.
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Table 1. Summary statistics
Variable Mean Std. Dev.
1 Petitioner succeeds 0.699 0.461
Petitioner succeeds: government 0.629 0.487
Petitioner succeeds: Flanders 0.604 0.494
Petitioner succeeds: Wallonia 1 0
Petitioner succeeds: French Comm. 0.846 0.375
Petitioner succeeds: Brussels 0.714 0.487
2 Alignment between Petitioner and President of the panel 0.603 0.491
3 Alignment between Petitioner and First Rapporteur 0.684 0.467
4 Panel: alignment with the Petitioner(†) 0.456 0.500
5 Alignment between Defendant and President of the panel 0.463 0.500
6 Alignment between Defendant and First Rapporteur 0.596 0.493
7 Panel: alignment with the Defendant(†) 0.449 0.499
8 Petitioner: Number of parties in coalition 3.706 1.162
9 Date of filing (years) 13.939 7.748
10 Date of decision (years) 15.128 7.869
11 Time from filing to decision (years) 1.188 0.710
12 Alignment between Petitioner and Defendant(††) 0.279 0.205
13 Case involves government and region 0.706 0.457
14 Petitioner: government 0.397 0.491
15 President: Male 0.963 0.189
16 President: Date of appointment(†††) 31795 1563
17 President: Age at appointment 54.743 5.925
18 President: Age at decision date 65.248 3.834
19 President: French quota 0.456 0.500
20 President: Legal background 0.603 0.491
21 First Rapporteur: Male 0.949 0.222
22 First Rapporteur: Date of appointment(†††) 33558 2281
23 First Rapporteur: Age at appointment 54.081 5.030
24 First Rapporteur: Age at decision date 59.758 5.794
25 First Rapporteur has been Court President 0.676 0.470
26 First Rapporteur: French quota 0.463 0.500
27 First Rapporteur: Legal background 0.485 0.502
28 Panel: Percentage male 0.931 0.057
29 Panel: Average date of appointment(†††) 33224 2017
30 Panel: Average age at appointment 53.544 2.267
31 Panel: Average age at decision date 60.137 2.522
32 Share of members of the panel that have been Court Presidents 0.584 0.179
33 Share of members of the panel being French quota 0.502 0.053
34 Share of members of the panel with legal background 0.516 0.070
Observations: 136.
(†) Computed according to the preferences of the median justice in the panel.
(††) No. of parties present in both coalitions/ total No. of parties (pooling the two coalitions)
(†††) Days, initial date: Jan. 1, 1900.
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collection we: (a) recorded a declaration of unconstitutionality each time
at least one concern was at stake (i.e. an article of law) did not comply
with the Constitution (70% of the sampled cases); and (b) when more than one
actor took part in a petition, the decision of the Court was entered more
than once. The choice for (b), in particular, is important in order to allow the
assignment of a political affiliation to different actors involved in the same
petition.53
Third, we collected information on personal characteristics of the judges, such
asDate of appointment to the Court, Age at the time of appointment (54 on average,
see Table 1), Age at the time of decision (65 on average, see Table 1), and Gender
(93% of the Panel justices are male, and only in 4% of the cases are the Presidents
women, as emerges from Table 1).54 Such features are aimed at capturing the
effect of possible career concerns. For example, individuals in different age groups
may have different career concerns (considering, also, that judges must retire at the
age of 70).55 This could push them to either show a greater degree of independence
or, conversely, to favour a particular political party or coalition, depending upon
whether the judge intends to take either a politically or a non-politically related job
immediately upon leaving the bench. The gender variable controls for similar
effects. In the same vein, we also accounted for whether an individual Judge has
ever become President (58% of the Panel justices, slightly higher for the First
Rapporteur, i.e. 68%), has a Legal background (i.e. was a law professor, 52% of
the Panel justices, 60% for the President), or belongs to the French quota (52% of
the Panel justices). Average values of all these variables have also been computed
on the Panel of judges deciding each dispute.
53 This situation regards 12 petitions, mostly involving two regions as petitioners. In the empirical
analysis, we will treat these cases as separate observations (decisions) and use fixed-effects to control
for possible elements common to cases that belong to the same petition. We also cluster the standard
errors to account for possible unobservable factors common to the observations that belong to the
same petition.
54 Until recently the Court numbered 11 men and one woman. The newest nominee (Riet
Leysen) has raised the number of women to two. Member of Parliament Sabine de Bethune, on the
occasion of 100th International Women’s Day, pleaded in favour of the nomination of more women
to the Constitutional Court in a lecture to the House of Representatives and the Senate in
Washington Het Grondwettelijk Hof zoekt m/v met talent’ [The Constitutional Court looks for M/F
with talent], De Morgen, 4 March 2013, p. 23).
55 During and after their membership in the Belgian Constitutional Court, judges have held
several types of positions, e.g. member of an international court (e.g. André Alen: ad hoc judge with
the European Court of Human Rights since 2010), member of international committees (e.g. Marc
Bossuyt: member of the UN Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination from
2000-2003 and 2014-present), member or chairman of the Management Board of public
organisations (e.g. Eric Derycke: chairman of the Management Board of the VUB hospital). Some
judges have also been ennobled during or after their membership of the Constitutional Court (e.g.
Marc Bossuyt in 2009; Etienne Cerexhe in 2009).
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Fourth, judges’ political preferences have been assigned as follows. If a judge is a
former member of parliament, a preference is associated according to the political
party he belonged to. Obviously, no subjective assessment is required for these
judges. We followed a different approach when alleging, and later aligning,
preferences for judges with a legal background. For these judges, we used elements
imputing a specific political orientation expressed prior to the judge’s appointment
to the Court (e.g. advisor for a political party; candidate for the elections for a
political party; chef de cabinet).56 For all judges with a legal background, we also
allowed for political neutrality in the interest of empirical robustness (see the
following section).
Fifth, using information on the outcomes of political and regional elections,
we built dummy variables taking value one if there was political alignment
between members of the Panel and the Petitioner, both at the moment of the
sentence (Date of decision) and at the date the petition is filed (Date of filing).57
This allows the testing of two possibilities: the first possibility is that political
alignment between the Petitioner and actors in the Court reflects ideological
preferences in terms of policy outcome (in this case the political alignment at the
date of filing should be relevant in terms of the decision). The second possibility is
that political alignment may result from dispositional concerns in terms
of actual policy implications (in this case the political alignment at the decision
date should be relevant). An additional caveat is that, since judges are allegedly
affiliated with one party, whereas both the federal and the regional governments
are coalitions, we assumed that there is political alignment between a given
judge of the Panel and the Petitioner if the latter’s coalition includes the party
the judge is affiliated with. For each Panel, we considered the alleged
political preference of the President, the First Judge Rapporteur and the median
judge in the Panel. Then, in line with this definition, we computed the political
alignment of these actors with both the Petitioner and the Defendant.
From the descriptive statistics in Table 1 it emerges that in 60% of the cases
56 Judges’ political affiliations have also been verified with the support of local experts. The alleged
political position has been confirmed by Belgian constitutional law scholars we have contacted.
Moreover, as mentioned previously, even the (former) President of the Constitutional Court held
that the political preferences of all members of the Court (both the politicians and the lawyers) is
known (interview with Alex Arts, De Tijd, 27 September 2004, p. 5) (for list of judges see
supplementary materials, Table A4).
57 The combination of Petitioners and judges deciding over a case can be observed only after
filing, therefore it is not possible for the Petitioner to know exactly which judges will be deciding the
case. However, inferences could be drawn based both on the expected time elapsing from filing to
decision, and on the rotating system defining President, Rapporteurs, and composition of the Panel.
We assume that the Petitioner makes such inferences. Under this hypothesis, political changeover
taking place in both the federal and regional governments between filing and decision can alter the
alignment observed at these two different moments.
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there is political alignment between the Petitioner and the President and in 68%
of the cases there is political alignment between the Petitioner and the First
Rapporteur, whereas in almost half of the cases the median justice of the Panel is
aligned with the Petitioner (46%). As for the Defendant, alignment with the
President occurs 46% of the time, whereas in 60% of the cases there is alignment
with the First Rapporteur. In 60% of the cases the median justice of the Panel is
aligned with the Defendant.
In Figures 1-3 we combined the Petitioner’s success rate with its political
alignment with members of the Court. First, by comparing the cumulative height
of group 1’s bars (success) with the cumulative height of group 2’s bars (failures) in
both Figures 1 and 2, it becomes clear that the Petitioner tends to win more
frequently, regardless of any kind of political alignment. For our purposes, the
most relevant feature is that the number of successes of the Petitioner appears to be
considerably higher when there is political alignment with either the President of
the Panel or with the First Rapporteur (first bar, Figures 1 and 2) compared to the
case of no alignment (second bar, Figures 1 and 2). In addition, the equal height of
the third and the fourth bars in Figure 1 confirms the previous evidence,
suggesting that the Petitioner’s number of failures is independent of political
alignment with the President. Instead, the third and the fourth bars in Figure 2
indicate that there is a higher chance of failure for the Petitioner when there is
alignment with the Rapporteur. Overall, in the case of the Petitioner’s alignment
with the Rapporteur, preliminary evidence is not as straightforward as in the case
of alignment with the President. In Figure 3, the Petitioner’s successes (straight
line) and failures (dashed line) are reported as a function of the percentage of
judges in the Panel being aligned to the Petitioner. It is clear from the graph that
that the number of the Petitioner’s successes increases more rapidly than the
Figure 1. Petitioner success and failure according to political alignment with the Court President
Group 1: number of Petitioners’ successes. Group 2: number of Petitioners’ failures. Vertical lines
refer to cases in which the President’s alleged political preferences are aligned with those of the
Petitioner. Horizontal lines refer to cases in which the President’s alleged political preferences are
not aligned with those of the Petitioner.
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number of failures as the proportion of members in the Panel having the same
political preferences grows.
Next, we created proxies of the quality of the Petitioner’s issue. The first reflects
the political alignment between the Petitioner and the Defendant and is computed
as the ratio between the number of parties common to the two coalitions and the
total number of parties involved in the dispute (i.e., considering the two coalitions
pooled together) (Political alignment between Petitioner and Defendant). Since we
implicitly assume that disputes are political in nature, this is aimed at controlling
for a presumed different quality of the plaintiff’s argument in case the Petitioner
Figure 2. Petitioner success and failure according to political alignment with the First Rapporteur
Group 1: number of Petitioners’ successes. Group 2: number of Petitioners’ failures. Vertical lines
refer to cases in which the First Rapporteur’s alleged political preferences are aligned with those of
the Petitioner. Horizontal lines refer to cases in which the First Rapporteur’s alleged political
preferences are not aligned with those of the Petitioner.
Figure 3. Petitioners’ successes and failures according to the political preferences of Panel judges
Horizontal axis: percentage of judges in the Panel having the same political preferences as
the Petitioner. Vertical axis: number of Petitioners’ successes (continuous line) and failures
(dashed line). Note that the figures on the vertical axis are to be read as ‘Number of cases
favourable (or unfavourable) to the Petitioner when at least 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, etc. judges in the Panel
are aligned with its political preferences’.
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and the Defendant belong to the same coalition. This measure has also been
interacted with partisan alignment variables to account for the possible
smoothing effect that a Defendant with preferences identical to those of both
the Court and the Petitioner may have on the rate of success of the latter.
From descriptive statistics in Table 1, it turns out that alignment between the
Petitioner and the Defendant occurs in 28% of cases. The second variable follows
the discussion by Dalla Pellegrina and Garoupa (2013) in that it measures the
time gap between the date in which a petition has been filed to the decision date
(Time from filing to decision) (on average 1.2 years, Table 1). This can also be
interpreted as an additional measure of the quality of the Petitioner’s issue, being
higher the longer it takes to reach a decision. The last variable used to measure
the strength of the Petitioners’ arguments is the number of parties involved in
the coalition that initiated the legal challenge (Petitioner: Number of parties in
coalition). On the one hand, the larger the coalition, the less likely it is that parties
will agree to challenge the actions of their counterparts on reasons of policy. On
the other hand, however, if the Petitioner does opt to challenge, we expect that
there should be good legal/ non-policy related reasons for doing so (i.e. the issue is
of higher quality).
Finally, we considered Petitioner and Defendant fixed-effects, and
their interaction. Fixed-effects for actors of the Court have also been included.
All fixed-effects are intended to capture time-invariant specificities, such as the fact
that Petitioners may differ in terms of the strength of their own representatives.
Further details regarding the descriptive statistics can be found in Table 1.
REGRESSION ANALYSIS
We estimate the following equation:
Pr Petitioner succeedsit = 1ð Þ=Φðα1Alignment between judges and Petitionerit
+ α2Xit + μj + δhÞ ð1Þ
where each observation refers to the i-th decision of the Court occurring at time t,
involving Petitioner j and Judge h (either President, First Rapporteur or the entire
Panel). In particular, µj and δh are, respectively, Petitioner and Court members’
fixed-effects. The dependent binary variable, Petitioner succeeds, is equal to one if
the Petitioner succeeds in decision i either decided or filed at time t. We assume
that Φ has a normal distribution.
Our main purpose is to investigate whether the rate of success of the Petitioner
is influenced by the alleged political position of constitutional judges (Alignment
between judges and the Petitioner). Therefore, positive and significant parameters
associated to the variables measuring political alignment between the Petitioner
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and members of the Court (α1) should point in favour of the attitudinal and
strategic models, while a more legalistic view would be sustained in case α1 turns
out not to be significant.
We account for features of the decision (Xit) which may influence the
probability that the Petitioner succeeds, such as whether litigation involves the
government rather than two individual regions, the identity of the parties
involved, the number of parties in the coalitions that initiated the legal challenge,
filing and decision dates, and time elapsed from filing to decision. We further
evaluate the contribution of previously mentioned individual characteristics of
Judge-President, Judges-Rapporteurs, and the Panel of judges taking part to each
individual decision of the Court.
In addition, the lack of independence within decisions arising from the
same petitions engenders the need for clustering the standard errors of the
estimated parameters at the petition level. In our specific context, this should
produce unbiased estimates of standard errors,58 having also good asymptotic
properties.59
Equation (1) is estimated through a probit regression. Results are reported in
Tables 2 and 3, where columns differ depending on the sub-sets of covariates
included.60 In particular, in Table 2 we account for characteristics of the case and
of the parties involved, whereas in Table 3 we consider personal characteristics of
the judges and judge fixed-effects. Due to the presence of a relatively high number
of dummy variables, we performed regressions in which the political alignment
between members of the Court and, respectively, the President, the Rapporteur,
and members of the Panel are included separately. Note that in both Tables 2 and
3 we consider the political alignment between the government and Court actors at
the decision date, whereas in further analysis (Tables 4 and 5) we study the same
estimates considering alignment at the date of filing. We measure the goodness-of-
fit through the ratio of the explained to unexplained variance using Count
R-squared.61
58 J.M. Wooldridge, ‘Cluster-sample Methods in Applied Econometrics’, 93(2) American
Economic Review (2003) p. 133-138; J.M. Wooldridge, ‘Cluster-sample Methods in Applied
Econometrics: An Extended Analysis’, mimeograph; J.H. Stock and M.W. Watson,
‘Heteroskedasticity-robust Standard Errors for Fixed-effects Panel Data Regression’, NBER
Technical Working Paper No. 323, 2006.
59 G. Kezdi, ‘Robust Standard Error Estimation in Fixed-effects Panel Models’, 9(1) Hungarian
Statistical Review, Special English volume (2004) p. 96-116.
60 Relatively high and significant pairwise correlation between some of the covariates (see
supplementary materials, Tables A1 and A2) suggests considering some variables’ contribution to the
explanation of the Petitioner’s success rate independently from other regressors (e.g. judges
belonging to the French quota).
61 See, for example J.S. Long, Regression Models for Categorical and Limited Dependent Variables
(Sage Publications 1997).
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Table 2. Probability that the Petitioner wins a dispute
Dependent variable: Petitioner succeeds (a1) (a2) (b) (c) (d1) (d2) (e) (f) (g1) (g2) (h) (i)
Alignment between Petitioner and President of the Panel 0.242*** 0.596*** 0.241** 0.241**
(0.090) (0.136) (0.098) (0.102)
Alignment between Defendant and President of the Panel -0.044 -0.048 -0.091
(0.104) (0.086) (0.096)
Align. Petitioner-President*Align. Petitioner- Defendant -0.984***
(0.325)
Alignment between Petitioner and First Rapporteur 0.031 0.235* 0.047 0.072
(0.094) (0.131) (0.097) (0.101)
Alignment between Defendant and First Rapporteur 0.051 -0.034 0.048
(0.104) (0.112) (0.109)
Align. Petitioner-First Rapporteur*Align. Petitioner-
Defendant
-0.681**
(0.342)
Panel: Median value of Alignment with the Petitioner(†) 0.202 0.778*** 0.162 0.141
(0.203) (0.301) (0.154) (0.153)
Panel: Median value of Alignment with the Defendant(†) -0.155 -0.037 -0.090
(0.142)
Panel: Median value Align. w. Petitioner*Align. Petitioner-
def.
-0.939***
(0.334) (0.143) (0.154)
Alignment between Petitioner and Defendant(††) -0.868** -0.769* -0.764** -0.844** -0.695* -0.715* -0.793** -0.615* -0.723*
(0.379) (0.455) (0.383) (0.389) (0.411) (0.401) (0.395) (0.359) (0.392)
Petitioner: Number of parties in coalition 0.187*** 0.174*** 0.015 0.059 0.216*** 0.188*** 0.044 0.084** 0.203*** 0.031 0.123**
(0.056) (0.065) (0.043) (0.039) (0.059) (0.057) (0.040) (0.038) (0.059) (0.042) (0.048)
Date of decision -0.030*** -0.030*** -0.022*** -0.025*** -0.032*** -0.026*** -0.024*** -0.026*** -0.032*** -0.024*** -0.028***
(0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007)
Time from filing to decision 0.102 0.128 0.045 0.005 0.127 0.095 0.065 0.026 0.124 0.072 0.031
(0.096) (0.093) (0.066) (0.083) (0.081) (0.086) (0.065) (0.071) (0.079) (0.065) (0.072)
Case involves government and region 0.018 -0.001 0.042 -0.100 0.063 0.045 0.036 -0.109 -0.001 0.021 -0.013 -0.038
(0.135) (0.114) (0.137) (0.158) (0.134) (0.122) (0.129) (0.167) (0.387) (0.389) (0.396) (0.175)
Petitioner: government -0.433** -0.463** -0.434** -0.400** -0.658** -0.547** -0.214 -0.099
(0.182) (0.193) (0.188) (0.181) (0.272) (0.257) (0.171) (0.184)
Petitioner: Flanders -0.395** -0.465*** -0.394** -0.368** -0.374** -0.401***
(0.155) (0.170) (0.154) (0.152) (0.153) (0.149)
Petitioner: French Comm. -0.768** -0.858*** -0.621* -0.416 -0.619* -0.474
(0.343) (0.318) (0.351) (0.342) (0.344) (0.320)
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Petitioner: Brussels -0.633** -0.629** -0.627** -0.759** -0.775** -0.695**
(0.285) (0.306) (0.308) (0.295) (0.332) (0.333)
Petitioner government*Defendant Flanders 0.186 0.115 -0.002
(0.130) (0.132) (0.188)
Petitioner government*Defendant Walloons 0.279 0.331* 0.214
(0.173) (0.173) (0.226)
Petitioner government*Defendant French Comm. 0.405* 0.482* 0.343
(0.237) (0.251) (0.277)
Petitioner government*Defendant Brussels -0.802*** -0.749*** -0.898***
(0.261) (0.276) (0.310)
Defendant government*Petitioner Flanders -0.286** -0.297** -0.392***
(0.124) (0.117) (0.144)
Defendant government*Petitioner French Comm. -0.672** -0.550* -0.590*
(0.325) (0.330) (0.330)
Defendant government*Petitioner Brussels -0.127 -0.142 -0.231
(0.231) (0.232) (0.233)
Case involves two regions*Petitioner Flanders 0.132 0.108 0.063
(0.171) (0.156) (0.165)
Case involves two regions*Petitioner French Comm. 0.021 0.230 0.245
(0.220) (0.204) (0.208)
R2 (count) 0.53 0.52 0.51 0.51 0.50 0.51 0.49 0.48 0.50 0.48 0.48 0.49
Observations: 136 136 136 136 136 136 136 136 136 136 136 136
Probit estimates. Marginal effects are reported. Standard Errors clustered at the petition level in parenthesis. * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
All estimates refer to political alignment between Petitioner/Defendant and judges of the Court at the time the sentence is pronounced (decision date). All estimates include Petition fixed-effects.
Petitioner Wallonia, Defendant government*Petitioner Wallonia, Case involves two regions*Petitioner Wallonia, Case involves two regions*Petitioner Brussels: dropped because the Petitioner wins
100% of the time.
(†) Computed according to the preferences of the median justice in the panel. (††) No. of parties present in both coalitions/ total No. of parties (pooling the two coalitions).
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Table 3. Probability that the Petitioner wins a dispute as a function of judges’ personal characteristics
Dependent variable:
President First Rapporteur Panel of Judges
Petitioner succeeds (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)
Alignment with Petitioner(†) 0.268** 0.216** 0.169* 0.020 0.015 0.093 0.185 0.239*
(0.135) (0.103) (0.098) (0.092) (0.094) (0.085) (0.159) (0.139)
Alignment with Defendant(†) -0.025 0.004 -0.009 0.001 -0.022 0.022 -0.191 -0.043
(0.109) (0.095) (0.097) (0.102) (0.102) (0.096) (0.158) (0.153)
Alignment between Petitioner and Defendant -0.379** -0.373*** -0.299* -0.264 -0.345** -0.401** -0.257 -0.322**
(0.174) (0.144) (0.165) (0.163) (0.157) (0.158) (0.158) (0.161)
Case involves government and region -0.207 -0.283 -0.195 -0.405 -0.209 -0.044 -0.428 -0.256
(0.395) (0.331) (0.349) (0.332) (0.348) (0.323) (0.371) (0.328)
Petitioner: government -0.292* -0.428*** -0.665*** -0.340* -0.407** -0.629*** -0.251 -0.631***
(0.174) (0.136) (0.181) (0.183) (0.160) (0.196) (0.184) (0.204)
Petitioner: Number of parties in coalition 0.022 0.008 0.021 0.050 0.023 0.010 0.026 -0.036
(0.048) (0.043) (0.035) (0.034) (0.044) (0.032) (0.049) (0.041)
Gender: male(††) 0.128 0.217 0.227
(0.253) (0.196) (0.685)
Date of appointment(†††) -0.001** -0.001 -0.001
(0.001) (0.002) (0.002)
Age at appointment(†††) 0.021** 0.022 0.057**
(0.009) (0.014) (0.024)
Age at decision date(†††) 0.012 -0.008 -0.028
(0.013) (0.012) (0.060)
Has been Court President(††) 0.182** 0.409
(0.080) (0.259)
Legal background(††) 0.120 0.079 1.387**
(0.117) (0.091) (0.589)
French quota(††) 0.141 0.253*** 0.365
(0.096) (0.087) (0.531)
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President fixed-effects yes no no no no no no no
First Rapporteur fixed-effects no yes no yes no no no no
Petition fixed-effects yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
R2 (count) 0.52 0.48 0.42 0.43 0.47 0.47 0.48 0.44
Observations 136 136 136 136 136 136 136 136
Probit estimates. Marginal effects are reported. Standard Errors clustered at the petition level in parenthesis. * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
All estimates refer to political alignment between Petitioner/Defendant and judges of the Court at the time the sentence is pronounced (decision date). All estimates include
Petition fixed-effects.
(†) Columns (g)-(h): Computed according to the preferences of the median justice in the panel. (††) Column (g): Share of members. (†††) Column (g): mean values computed on the
judges taking part to each Panel.
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Table 4. Probability that the Petitioner wins a dispute – Political alignment at the date of filing Dependent variable: Petitioner succeeds
Dependent variable: Petitioner succeeds (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)
Alignment between Petitioner and President of the Panel 0.214** 0.218** 0.219**
(0.097) (0.091) (0.100)
Alignment between Defendant and President of the Panel -0.158 -0.218* -0.129
(0.122) (0.126) (0.114)
Alignment between Petitioner and First Rapporteur 0.090 0.081 0.084
(0.094) (0.090) (0.100)
Alignment between Defendant and First Rapporteur 0.036 0.021 0.021
(0.102) (0.107) (0.108)
Panel: Median value of Alignment with the Petitioner(†) 0.028 0.018 0.110
(0.156) (0.146) (0.118)
Panel: Median value of Alignment with the Defendant(†) -0.053 -0.120 -0.108
(0.129) (0.150) (0.124)
Other covariates: Alignment between Petitioner and Defendant(††), Petitioner: Number of parties
in coalition, Date of decision, Time from filing to decision, Case involves government and region
yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
Petitioner: government, Flanders, French Comm., Brussels yes no no yes no no yes no no
Petitioner government*Defendant [regions] no yes no no yes no no yes no
Defendant government*[regions], Case involves two regions*Petitioner [regions] no no yes no no yes no no yes
Observations: 136 136 136 136 136 136 136 136 136
Probit estimates. Marginal effects are reported. Standard Errors clustered at the petition level in parenthesis. * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
All estimates refer to political alignment between Petitioner/Defendant and judges of the Court at the time the sentence is filed (filing date). All estimates include Petition
fixed-effects.
Petitioner Wallonia, Defendant government*Petitioner Wallonia, Case involves two regions*Petitioner Wallonia, Case involves two regions*Petitioner Brussels: dropped because
the Petitioner wins 100% of the time.
(†) Computed according to the preferences of the median justice in the panel. (††) No. of parties present in both coalitions/ total No. of parties (pooling the two coalitions).
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Table 5. Probability that the Petitioner wins a dispute as a function of judges’ personal characteristics – Political alignment at the date of filing Dependent variable: Petitioner
succeeds
President First Rapporteur Panel of Judges
Dependent variable: Petitioner succeeds (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)
Alignment with Petitioner(†) 0.199 0.209** 0.202** 0.147 0.049 0.109 -0.051 0.129
(0.120) (0.102) (0.092) (0.090) (0.097) (0.080) (0.139) (0.141)
Alignment with Defendant(†) 0.235 0.189 0.042 0.031 -0.003 0.078 -0.076 -0.011
(0.151) (0.143) (0.115) (0.122) (0.106) (0.103) (0.127) (0.120)
Other covariates: Alignment between Petitioner and Defendant(††), Petitioner:
Number of parties in coalition, Date of decision, Time from filing to decision,
Case involves government and region
yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
Gender: male(††), Date of appointment(†††), Age at appointment(†††), Age at
decision date(†††), Has been Court President(††), Legal background(††)
no yes no no yes no yes no
French quota(††) yes yes yes
President fixed-effects yes no no no no no no no
First Rapporteur fixed-effects no no no yes no no no no
Observations 136 136 136 136 136 136 136 136
Probit estimates. Marginal effects are reported. Standard Errors clustered at the petition level in parenthesis. * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
All estimates refer to political alignment between Petitioner/Defendant and judges of the Court at the time the sentence is filed (filing date). All estimates include Petition
fixed-effects.
(†) Columns (g)-(h): Computed according to the preferences of the median justice in the panel. (††) Column (g): Share of members. (†††) Column (g): mean values computed on
the judges taking part to each Panel.
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We further check for empirical robustness by concentrating on judges with a
legal background. As discussed previously, since these judges are appointed on the
basis of their legal rather than their political backgrounds,62 their political
positions cannot easily be deduced, or, even if it is possible, the results are
questionable. A way of dealing with this problem is to adopt a criterion based on
random imputation of political preferences for all those judges.63 Random
numbers from 1 to 7 (each one corresponding to a given political party) are
assigned by extracting from a uniform distribution.64 We performed 300 random
draws and an equivalent number of regressions per each specification
corresponding to columns (a)-(i) and (a)-(h) of Tables 2 and 3 respectively.
Then, we computed the average values of the parameters estimated from each
block of 300 regressions along with their standard errors. Results are reported in
Tables 4 and 5. Finally, we excluded from the sample all cases involving other acts
regulating the same issue (Tables 6 and 7).
Discussion
The Empirical Importance of Political Preferences
The econometric results seem to provide evidence of a significant positive
relationship between the President’s alleged political preference for the Petitioner’s
coalition and the success of the Petitioner (Tables 2 and 3). In particular, the
baseline specification of the model (see Table 2, column (a1)) predicts that a
discrete change from 0 to 1 of the dummy variable associated to the political
alignment between the President and the Petitioner increases the probability that
62 The general appointment mechanism is described in Section II.
63 Another way of managing this problem is to perform a partial regression where the
contribution of all judges with a legal background is disregarded, as if they never took part in a Panel.
Such a criterion, however, has the drawback of discarding a great amount of observation concerning
precisely those disputes where either the President or one of the Rapporteurs has a legal background.
Given the relatively low number of observations in the dataset, we preferred to rely on random
imputation of political preferences, as in Dalla Pellegrina and Garoupa, supra n. 6.
64 When we exclude judges with a legal background, the distribution of preferences seems to be
even across the seven parties dominating the political scenario in the period under investigation
(three judges are allegedly affiliated to CD&V, three to CDH, one to Ecolo, three to MR, two to
Open VLD, two to PS, and three to Spa). Taking all judges together, preferences appear to be
normally distributed (eight judges are allegedly affiliated to CD&V, three to CDH, one to Ecolo, six
to MR, three to Open VLD, seven to PS, and five to Spa). Therefore, we also performed the same
exercise drawing from a normal distribution where parties have been allocated according to their
frequency, and then rounding to the next integer value. Those results, which are available upon
request, do not display remarkable differences when compared to the extraction from a uniform
distribution.
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Table 6. Probability that the Petitioner wins a dispute Dependent variable: Petitioner succeeds - Random assignment of political preferences for judges with legal background
Dependent variable: Petitioner succeeds (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)
Alignment between Petitioner and President of the Panel 0.191*** 0.212*** 0.188***
(0.030) (0.050) (0.072)
[150] [170] [130]
Alignment between Defendant and President of the Panel -0.123 -0.138 -0.135
(0.152) (0.158) (0.162)
[16] [22] [11]
Alignment between Petitioner and First Rapporteur 0.147 0.170** 0.060
(0.102) (0.073) (0. 059)
[22] [38] [26]
Alignment between Defendant and First Rapporteur -0.140 -0.008 -0.100
(0.124) (0.067) (0.151)
[10] [8] [9]
Panel: Median value of Alignment with the Petitioner(†) 0.144 0.107 0.088
(0.244) (0.195) (0.219)
[27] [23] [13]
Panel: Median value of Alignment with the Defendant(†) -0.244*** -0.213 -0.187
(0.050) (0.246) (0.215)
[38] [15] [13]
Other covariates: Alignment between Petitioner and Defendant(††), Petitioner: Number of
parties in coalition, Date of decision, Time from filing to decision, Case involves
government and region
yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
Petitioner: government, Flanders, French Comm., Brussels yes no no yes no no yes no no
Petitioner government*Defendant [regions] no yes no no yes no no yes no
Defendant government*[regions], Case involves two regions*Petitioner [regions] no no yes no no yes no no yes
Observations: 136 136 136 136 136 136 136 136 136
Probit estimates. Average marginal effects from 300 iterations are reported. Average Standard Errors from 300 iterations in parenthesis. Standard Errors are clustered at the
petition level. Number of iterations /300 providing significant parameters at 10% or better in brackets.
All estimates refer to political alignment between Petitioner/Defendant and judges of the Court at the time the sentence is pronounced (decision date). All estimates include
Petition fixed-effects.
Petitioner Wallonia, Defendant government*Petitioner Wallonia, Case involves two regions*PetitionerWallonia, Case involves two regions*Petitioner Brussels: dropped because
the Petitioner wins 100% of the times.
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Table 7. Probability that the Petitioner wins a dispute as a function of judges’ personal characteristics Dependent variable: Petitioner succeeds - Random assignment of political
preferences for judges with legal background
President First Rapporteur Panel of Judges
Dependent variable: Petitioner succeeds (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)
Alignment with Petitioner(†) 0.151 0.188*** 0.206** 0.134 0.180** 0.131 0.216* 0.247
(0.169) (0.064) (0.104) (0.114) (0.071) (0.114) (0.128) (0.237)
[30] [39] [19] [11] [32] [15] [24] [25]
Alignment with Defendant(†) 0.030 -0.182 -0.188 -0.172*** -0.122 -0. 154** -0.158 -0.011
(0.247) (0.130) (0.128) (0.021) (0.129) (0.061) (0.194) (0.120)
[32] [21] [13] [18] [8] [16] [24] [17]
Other covariates: Alignment between Petitioner and Defendant(††),
Petitioner: Number of parties in coalition, Date of decision, Time from
filing to decision, Case involves government and region
yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
Gender: male(††), Date of appointment(†††), Age at appointment(†††), Age
at decision date(†††), Has been Court President(††), Legal background(††)
no yes no no yes no yes no
French quota(††) yes yes yes
President fixed-effects yes no no no no no no no
First Rapporteur fixed-effects no no no yes no no no no
Observations 136 136 136 136 136 136 136 136
Probit estimates. Average marginal effects from 300 iterations are reported.
Average Standard Errors from 300 iterations in parenthesis. Standard Errors are clustered at the petition level.
Number of iterations /300 providing significant parameters at 10% or better in brackets.
All estimates refer to political alignment between Petitioner/Defendant and judges of the Court at the time the sentence is pronounced (decision date). All estimates include
Petition fixed-effects.
(†) Columns (g)-(h): Computed according to the preferences of the median justice in the panel. (††) Column (g): Share of members. (†††) Column (g): mean values computed on the
judges taking part to each Panel.
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the latter succeeds by 24.2%. This outcome is in line with the specifications that
control for the identity of both Petitioners and Defendants (the estimated
Petitioner’s rate of success is 24.1%, Table 2, columns (b)-(c)), whereas including
the interaction of the President’s preferences for the Petitioner’s coalition with the
alignment between Petitioner and Defendant increases the odds of success of the
Petitioner by 60% (Table 2, column (a2)).65
According to the output of Table 2, there also seems to be a positive
relationship between the success of the Petitioner and the political preference of
the median judge in the Panel for the Petitioner’s coalition, although this appears
less systematic as it involves only the specification in which we account for the
alignment between the Petitioner and the Defendant. In this case, estimates
indicate that the likelihood of success of the Petitioner when aligned with the
median judge increases by 77.8% (Table 2, column (g2)). The same holds true
when considering the alignment of the Petitioner’s preferences with those of the
First Rapporteur, which raises the rate of success of the Petitioner by 23.5%
(Table 2, column (d2)).
In terms of sign and significance, the results reported in Table 2 are confirmed
when referring to the model that accounts for specific characteristics of the judges
(Table 3). First, the mean value of the parameters in columns (a)-(c) in Table 3
indicates that political alignment between the Petitioner and the President of the
Panel significantly increases the rate of success of the former by 21.8 %. A weaker
positive influence of the alleged alignment between the median judge in the Panel
and the Petitioner on the odds of success of the latter is also confirmed. More in
detail, it turns out that a discrete change from 0 to 1 of the dummy variable
associated to the alignment between these two actors increases the probability that
the Petitioner wins by 23.9% (Table 3, column (h)). On the other hand, there is
no evidence of significant connections between the alleged affiliation of the First
Rapporteur and that of the Petitioner’s coalition.
There is, instead, weaker evidence for the fact that political alignment between
the Petitioner and actors of the Court at the date of filing, rather than at the
decision date, affects the decision of the Court itself, especially as long as the
median judge in the Panel and the First Rapporteur are concerned (see Tables 4
and 5). In line with the discussion in previous sections, this suggests that the
65 This looks reasonable to the extent that the inclusion of the Petitioner-Defendant political
alignment dummy implies that the parameters for partisan alignment between the Petitioner and the
Court estimate the effects on the rate of success of the Petitioner in the event both Petitioner and
Court have different preferences as compared to the Defendant. Notice, however, that due to the
high correlation of the dummies identifying the alignment between the Petitioner and actors of the
Court with the Petitioner-Defendant political alignment (respectively 65%, 64% and 88% with
the President, the First Rapporteur and median judge in the Panel), we decided to leave the latter
variable as a non-interacted covariate in all other regressions.
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likelihood of success of the Petitioner mostly depends on dispositional concerns in
terms of actual policy implications and also, but to a lesser extent, on ideological
components related to the expected policy outcome.
In Table 3 (column (g)) one can observe that panel judges with a legal
background have a critical role in increasing the rate of success of the Petitioner.
Such an outcome has led us to further investigate this feature modifying the
mechanism of assigning political preferences to these judges. The results of the
analysis conducted under random assignment of political preferences to judges
with a legal background (see previous section for methodological details) provide
intriguing evidence. Looking at the results in Tables 4 and 5, one can observe that,
when disregarding the preferences of judges with a legal background, the estimated
parameters related to the alignment between the Petitioner and Court members
(where significant) are slightly lower in magnitude compared to those obtained in
the main analysis of Tables 2 and 3. While mostly relevant, the number of
regressions that yield significant parameters (indicated in square brackets in
Tables 4 and 5) is relatively small. In other words, it seems that the presence of
judges with a legal background tends to strengthen the effects of the political
alignment between the Petitioner and the Court, an outcome that is particularly
evident with respect to the President. This tends to support the evidence in favour
of the higher bias that judges with a legal background show in favour of the
Petitioner. In fact, it is possible that lawyers and professors are less neutral because:
(i) they are not professional career judges, and therefore their appointments could
be more politicised; and (ii) they may be more concerned about (political) future
appointments since they do not have a judicial career to return to.
In line with the discussion above, we also performed estimates excluding cases
involving other acts regulating the same issue so as to avoid alleging political
alliances in the event of the Petitioner’s failure, since another norm is actually at
stake. As reported in Tables 8 and 9, we find that the parameters of interest,
although less significant, are in line with the estimates in the main analysis.
Overall, our results seem to provide evidence that when the President is
allegedly affiliated with the Petitioner’s coalition, and (to a lesser extent) when the
likelihood that the median judge in the Panel supports the Petitioner increases, the
odds of success of the Petitioner go up in a statistically significant way. We tried to
investigate whether this outcome could be driven by Petitioners’ strategic
behaviour. In fact, the Plaintiff may be more inclined to choose to make a
petition to the Court when it is more likely to be supported by Court members.66
66 Since the exact composition of the Panel is not known ex ante, this mainly concerns the alleged
political party of the President. In fact, the rotating mechanism of appointment could make it easier
to infer who will be the President, while it is, in principle, less likely that the other judges of the
Panel, including the Rapporteurs, can be correctly inferred.
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Table 8. Probability that the Petitioner wins a dispute Dependent variable: Petitioner succeeds – Excluding cases involving other acts regulating the same issue
Dependent variable: Petitioner succeeds (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)
Alignment between Petitioner and President of the Panel 0.304*** 0.221** 0.262**
(0.103) (0.107) (0.133)
Alignment between Defendant and President of the Panel -0.115 0.064 -0.004
(0.158) (0.134) (0.142)
Alignment between Petitioner and First Rapporteur 0.126 0.044 0.063
(0.156) (0.166) (0.166)
Alignment between Defendant and First Rapporteur -0.059 -0.064 -0.068
(0.134) (0.131) (0.145)
Panel: Median value of Alignment with the Petitioner(†) 0.132 0.215 0.336
(0.244) (0.195) (0.231)
Panel: Median value of Alignment with the Defendant(†) -0.228 -0.119 0.094
(0.214) (0.205) (0.208)
Other covariates: Alignment between Petitioner and Defendant(††), Petitioner: Number of parties
in coalition, Date of decision, Time from filing to decision, Case involves government and region
yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
Petitioner: government, Flanders, French Comm., Brussels yes no no yes no no yes no no
Petitioner government*Defendant [regions] no yes no no yes no no yes no
Defendant government*[regions], Case involves two regions*Petitioner [regions] no no yes no no yes no no yes
Observations: 136 136 136 136 136 136 136 136 136
Probit estimates. Marginal effects are reported. Standard Errors clustered at the petition level in parenthesis. * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
All estimates refer to political alignment between Petitioner/Defendant and judges of the Court at the time the sentence is pronounced (decision date). All estimates include
Petition fixed-effects.
Petitioner Wallonia, Defendant government*Petitioner Wallonia, Case involves two regions*Petitioner Wallonia, Case involves two regions*Petitioner Brussels: dropped because
the Petitioner wins 100% of the time.
(†)Computed according to the preferences of the median justice in the panel. (††) No. of parties present in both coalitions/ total No. of parties (pooling the two coalitions).
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Table 9. Probability that the Petitioner wins a dispute as a function of judges’ personal characteristics Dependent variable: Petitioner succeeds – Excluding cases involving other
acts regulating the same issue
President First Rapporteur Panel of Judges
Dependent variable: Petitioner succeeds (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)
Alignment with Petitioner(†) 0.328** 0.235* 0.209** -0.047 -0.101 0.026 0.245 0.258
(0.163) (0.134) (0.124) (0.133) (0.130) (0.125) (0.220) (0.209)
Alignment with Defendant(†) 0.196 0.200 0.098 -0.005 0.010 0.048 -0.366* -0.163
(0.184) (0.153) (0.145) (0.148) (0.143) (0.139) (0.222) (0.207)
Other covariates: Alignment between Petitioner and Defendant(††), Petitioner:
Number of parties in coalition, Date of decision, Time from filing to decision,
Case involves government and region
yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
Gender: male(††), Date of appointment(†††), Age at appointment(†††), Age at
decision date(†††), Has been Court President(††), Legal background(††)
no yes no no yes no yes no
French quota(††) yes yes yes
President fixed-effects yes no no no no no no no
First Rapporteur fixed-effects no no no yes no no no no
Observations 136 136 136 136 136 136 136 136
Probit estimates. Marginal effects are reported. Standard Errors clustered at the petition level in parenthesis.
* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
All estimates refer to political alignment between Petitioner/Defendant and judges of the Court at the time the sentence is pronounced (decision date). All estimates include
Petition fixed-effects.
(†) Columns (g)-(h): Computed according to the preferences of the median justice in the panel. (††) Column (g): Share of members. (†††) Column (g): mean values computed on the
judges taking part to each Panel.
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Relating the political preferences of both the Plaintiff and the Defendant to the
alleged political affiliation of the President of the Panel, we find some evidence of
such behaviour. More precisely, according to the descriptive statistics, it turns out
that in 60% of cases the Petitioner is allegedly aligned with the President’s political
preferences at the decision date, but only 46% of Defendants (Table 10). The
percentages appear even more polarised when considering the subset of disputes in
which a region is the Plaintiff (51% versus 32%) and disputes that involve only
regions (55% versus 13%). Similar indications hold in relation to the alignment
between the First Rapporteur and either the Petitioner or the Defendant. No
clear-cut suggestions emerge with respect to the Panel of judges. Analogous figures
are observed once political alignments at the date of filing are considered
(Table 11).
There is also notable evidence arising from the significant parameters associated
to some covariates. First, according to the output in Table 2, it turns out that when
the political preferences of the Petitioner and the Defendant are aligned, the
success rate of the former is 75% lower than otherwise (mean value of the
significant parameters associated to the variable Alignment between Petitioner and
Defendant, all columns). The estimated parameters in Table 3 are lesser in
magnitude, indicating that the success rate of the Petitioner is 35% lower (mean
value of the significant parameters, columns (a)-(c)) when there is alignment with
the Defendant compared to the situations of conflict. This is somehow in contrast
with the view that the quality of the plaintiff’s argument is higher when the
Petitioner and the Defendant belong to the same coalition, although it is
consistent with the observation that the Court is more reluctant to favour the
Petitioner when complex questions are involved (consequently, litigation
involving aligned political coalitions on both sides is likely to indicate legal
complexity). Another possible interpretation is that there is less conflict in cases
where the Petitioner and the Defendant are politically aligned, so any potentially
exploitable link between the Petitioner and the actors in the Court becomes less
relevant in terms of increasing the former’s odds of success.
Second, there is strong evidence that the government is less likely to be
favoured when it is the Plaintiff in a dispute (Table 2, columns (a1)-(a2),
(d1)-(d2), (g1)-(g2)), suggesting that the government is at some disadvantage in
terms of influence on the Court as compared to the regions. According to Table 2,
the mean value of the significant parameters associated with the variable Petitioner:
government indicates that the government tends to record a 48.9% lower
likelihood of success compared to regions. Estimates in Table 3 report a similar
average value of the significant parameters (42.7%).
Third, the negative and significant parameters associated to the date of decision
suggest that, in more recent disputes, the rate of success of the Petitioner has
experienced a general reduction. Instead, the time elapsing from the date of filing
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to the date of decision, which we included as a proxy of the quality of the
Petitioner’s issue, seems to have no effect on its probability of success.
Fourth, interesting results emerge from interacting Petitioners’ and
Defendants’ fixed-effects. As shown by columns (a1)-(a2), (d1)-(d2), (g1)-(g2)
of Table 2, Wallonia (the residual category) tends to win more frequently as
compared to both the government and other regions when regions are plaintiffs.
In addition, it turns out that when raising an issue against the Brussels capital
Table 10. Actors involved in disputes decided by the Constitutional Court: Political alignment at the
decision date
Alignment between
judges and the Petitioner
Alignment between
judges and the
Defendant
JUDGES: Share share
President All cases 82/136 0.60 63/136 0.46
The Petitioner is a region 42/82 0.51 26/82 0.32
Only regions involved 22/40 0.55 5/40 0.13
First Rapporteur All cases 93/136 0.68 81/136 0.60
The Petitioner is a region 52/82 0.63 38/82 0.46
Only regions involved 26/40 0.65 7/40 0.18
Panel (majority) All cases 0.52 0.50
The Petitioner is a region 0.38 0.56
Only regions involved 0.36 0.40
Table 11. Actors involved in disputes decided by the Constitutional Court: Political alignment at the date
of filing
Alignment between
judges and the Petitioner
Alignment between
judges and the
Defendant
JUDGES: Share share
President All cases 89/136 0.65 65/136 0.48
The Petitioner is a region 47/82 0.57 27/82 0.33
Only regions involved 25/40 0.63 5/40 0.13
First Rapporteur All cases 90/136 0.66 80/136 0.59
The Petitioner is a region 52/82 0.63 39/82 0.48
Only regions involved 27/40 0.68 7/40 0.18
Panel (majority) All cases 0.52 0.50
The Petitioner is a region 0.40 0.56
Only regions involved 0.38 0.41
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region, the government has systematically fewer chances to win as compared to
when they face other regions or communities (Table 2, columns (b), (e) and (h)).
However, in the opposite scenario (Brussels questions a law of the Government),
this does not occur. Rather, in such situations Flanders and the French
Community seem to be more frequently penalised (columns (c), (f) and (i),
Table 2)), whereas when a dispute involves two regions, Wallonia and Brussels are
systematically more successful.67
Additional interesting results stem from the regression analysis that accounts
for judges’ personal characteristics. In particular, judges who were relatively older
at their date of appointment tend to support the Petitioner more frequently, as the
positive sign of the parameters associated to the variable Age at appointment
indicates, especially as far as Presidents are concerned (Table 3, column (b)). If the
date of appointment correctly reflects a judges’ expertise, this outcome should
indicate that more experienced Presidents are likely to retire after their time on the
bench, hence they may have less interest in asserting independence. This result is
coherent with the negative parameter of the variable Date of appointment, since
more recently appointed Presidents (Table 3, column (b)) are more likely to care
about appearing impartial, and thus are less inclined to accord favourable
treatment to the Petitioner in response to the systematically higher rate of success
(as emerges from Table 1). The Age at the Decision variable is never significant.
Besides the aforementioned effects of judges with a legal background, First
Rapporteurs from the French quota are also more likely to express bias in favour of
the Petitioner (Table 3, column (f)). This may – at least partially – explain the high
rate of success of Wallonia in disputes before the Constitutional Court. Finally, all
count R2 reported at the bottom of Tables 2 and 3 indicate that the specified
models provide a relatively high goodness of fit.
Examples
Following upon our empirical analysis, we document our discussion with examples in
line with our results. For example, in the Tobacco Advertisement case (CC Be. 102/
1999), the Belgian federal law of 10December 1997 abolishing tobacco advertisements
was challenged before the Belgian Constitutional Court by (inter alia) the Walloon
Executive. At the time, the two Socialist and the two Catholic parties (from both sides
of the language border) were in power. The specific statute, however, was passed by
a majority of Flemish parties in the federal parliament. The law was highly politicised.
It affected not only the tobacco industry, but also industry-sponsored sporting
67 From descriptive statistics in Table 1 it emerges that Wallonia always succeeds when it is
Petitioner (regardless of the identity of its counterpart). The same holds for Brussels, although this
occurs only when the case involves two regions. For this reason, the fixed-effects for these two regions
cannot be estimated.
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events such as the Francorchamps Formula I races. This put the economic interests of
the Walloon Region at stake. The Court, after reviewing the law with an eye to
competing allocating rules and fundamental rights, upheld it, except for one ‘detail’.
The ban on tobacco advertisements did not apply to internationally organised events
that took place before 31 July 2003, which was the date the court expected the
introduction of a Europe-wide ban based on a European Directive. Some legal
commentators considered this a ‘political verdict’,68 and some politicians stated that the
Court had jeopardised its status as an impartial decision-maker.69 The case was decided
by 10 judges, with five from the Dutch language group and five from the French
language group. Both the presiding judge and the First Rapporteur were from the
French language group.
Another case deals with the competences in the domain of the export of nuclear
material and equipment (CC Be. 168/2011). In 2003, the competence for dual-
use items (peaceful and military) was transferred to the regions, simultaneously
with the control of the trade in military equipment. The regional authorities are
thus responsible for issuing permits for the import, export and transit of dual-use
items and technologies in Belgium. Note, however, that export control policy for
dual-use items is an exclusive competence of the European Union. Only the EU
has legislative powers, and the regions are thus only responsible for the
implementation of European legislation. Consequently, their scope for taking
decisions is limited. It is pertinent to this case that, before the European legislation
was introduced, nuclear material was already controlled by the Belgian Act of 9
February 1981 on the export conditions for nuclear material and equipment and
technical information. This act conformed to international agreements on the
non-proliferation of nuclear weapons. Based on the Act, the trade in nuclear
materials requires additional approval by the Federal Minister of Energy
(in addition to a licence issued by the regional authorities in accordance with
the EU Regulation). The Federal Minister bases his decision on recommendations
from the Advisory Committee on the Non-proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. The
political parties in Flanders striving for Flemish independence (NV-A) and for
more competences for the region (CD&V) found that the federal Committee was
too strict and that it hindered Flemish economic interests. When, in 2010, an
amendment to the Act of 1981 was adopted introducing even stricter rules, the
Flemish Executive tabled an appeal against it. The Court did not annul the
amendment. Both the presiding judge and the First Rapporteur were associated
with a Flemish party (the liberals) which at the time was not part of the Flemish
government, but was part of the federal government.
68 See e.g. E. Claes and A. Vandaele, ‘The Tobacco judgment of the Constitutional Court: a
political verdict?’, 1 Jura Falconis (1999-2000) p. 79-94.
69 See De Standaard, 2 and 3 October (pieces by Dirk Achten).
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Policy and legal implications
How can these results be interpreted in light of the role adhered to by the Belgian
Constitutional Court and within the historical context of its creation? As
mentioned previously, the decision to have a Constitutional Court consisting
partially of professional lawyers (judges and law professors) and partially of
politicians was a deliberate choice made by the legislator in order to guarantee the
representation of various groups in society in the Court.70 For the creators of the
Constitutional Court, it was important that the Court be made up not only of
non-elected judges who lacked democratic legitimacy, but also to have elected
representatives of the people amongst its membership. This balance between
theory and practice was also meant to make constitutional review more acceptable
to the legislator.71
Moreover, the two-thirds majority required for nominations tends to make the
Court as representative as possible of the differing political and ideological ideas in
Belgian society. Hence, this reflects the separation of powers and allays fears of a
gouvernement des juges.72 A consequence of the structure is that the nomination
process is inherently political. Some have criticised the involvement of politicians
in the Court since, for politician-judges, being a lawyer is not even a requirement.
More particularly, the presence of those ‘political’ judges in the Court was
criticised because of their presumed lack of independence and impartiality.73 Even
today, the political character of the nominations continues to be criticised.74
Interestingly, successive Presidents of the Constitutional Court have not
themselves denied the political nature of the nomination process, and to some
extent of the decision making.75 The proportionality tests applied by the Court are
70 Moonen, supra n. 14.
71 Adams and Van der Schyff, supra n. 12, p. 929.
72 Adams and Van der Schyff, supra n. 12, p. 930.
73 C. Berx, Rechtsbescherming van de burger tegen de overhead [Legal Protection of the Citizen against
the Government] (Intersentia 2000) p. 246; L. Vermeire, ‘De oud-politicus als onpartijdig rechter in
het Arbitragehof’, Rechtskundig Weekblad (1986-1987) p. 2441.
74 See more particularly Maes, supra n. 14. She criticises the fact that an advertisement for the
position of judge in the Constitutional Court was placed in the Official Journal, whereas the most
important actual requirement for nomination (having the support of one of the leading political
parties) was not mentioned ‘The twelve seats in the Constitutional Court are divided among the
political parties’ (Maes, supra n. 14). See also Vuye: ‘Members of political cabinets can become
judges in the Council of State or in the Constitutional Court… . There is a kind of interwoveness
between certain high magistrates and certain politicians. How is it possible that at many
occasions one easily hears whispering – since one is not supposed to speak about this – about the
political preference of a particular judge?’ (interview with Hendrik Vuye, De Morgen 19 December
2008, p. 21).
75 See the previously mentioned interview with former President Alex Arts in which he mentions
that all nominations take place on the basis of party politics.
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never merely based on legal arguments. Former President Alex Arts held that
‘The reasons that constitute the basis of our decisions can never be merely
legal - they are also based on social opinions. Our decisions combine legal
knowledge with common sense. We try to be “wise”’. Yet another former
President holds that the judges are aware of political realities and certainly take
them into account.76
However, although the judges do recognise the political nature of the
nominations and of some decisions, they are of the opinion that they are able to
make completely independent and impartial decisions. After nomination, so it is
thought, the links with politics are cut, leaving judges able to decide with complete
independence.77 The judges hence recognise differences of opinion, but argue that
they strive for consensus, especially since they are engaged in a game involving
repeat players.78 This indicates that both legislator and judges are aware of the
political nature of the nominations, but consider this fair as it guarantees the
representation of various opinions in society. Moreover, it was also thought that
judges would be able to act with complete impartiality and independence once
they were nominated. Our data indicate a different outcome.
There has been some debate on reform with respect to the nomination process.
Those reforms, however, are not radical in the sense that they would, for example,
eradicate the nomination of former politicians, but are rather suggestions to
organise hearings where the Senate could question potential candidates.79 Others
fear that this would be a mere formality since the candidates would probably never
reveal their true opinions and preferences at hearing.80 For the recent nomination
of the (female) judge Riet Leysen, the Senate organised a hearing and in the
76 In a recent interview, former President André Alen held that ‘The judges in the Constitutional
Court are surely no lawyers in an ivory tower. Half of the judges are previous members of Parliament.
They therefore are aware of the reality of politics and the court takes that into account. Nor are the
other judges removed from reality’ (interview with André Alen, Juristenkrant, 26 February
2014, p. 9).
77 In the words of the former President André Alen: ‘The Court should take into account every
recommendation it receives, but subsequently, it has to decide in complete independence. The Court
has to guarantee the protection of fundamental rights. We should not be blind to social reality, but at
the same time we are also forced to make fundamental choices and we have to decide without fear
and in full independence’ (interview with André Alen, Juristenkrant, 26 February 2014, p. 9).
78 In the words of former President Alex Arts: ‘There are differences between the language groups,
diverging visions and ideological differences and opinions. But there are no real tensions, precisely
because we do everything we can to remove tension…. No one has an interest in an open conflict
since the next day we need each other again…Decisions are indeed sometimes the result of search for
a consensus between twelve people with different ideological and language sensitivities. Between the
lines of a decision one can read that search for a consensus’ (Interview with former President Alex
Arts, De Tijd, 27 September 2004, p. 5).
79 Maes, supra n. 14.
80 Moonen, supra n. 14.
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process caused political turmoil.81 It is, moreover, doubtful whether a different
design would necessarily generate different patterns of judicial behaviour in
Belgium. After all, our data does not show less bias on the part of ‘professional’
judges than from the ‘political’ ones. On the contrary, we indicated that, in some
cases, there is even greater bias on the part of ‘professional’ judges. If the
nomination system were therefore to be reformed so that only professional lawyers
(and not politicians) could be members of the Court, this would not necessarily
change the biases we found. After all, statements made by various stakeholders in
Belgium indicate that political affiliations are common knowledge, also of judges,
and that there is, moreover, a systematic interwoveness between high magistrates
and the political class in Belgium.
CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we have tested the extent to which political variables can explain the
behaviour of constitutional judges in Belgium when dealing with conflicts
between the central government and regions, and between regions themselves.
Rules of procedure prevent us from observing individual votes - a common
problem in many empirical studies. Important constitutional courts such as the
Italian, the Austrian and the French bodies do not formally register individual
votes or dissents. Therefore, we have analysed the decisions of the Court,
controlling for the political allegiances of the four political actors we are able to
observe directly for each decision: the President, the two Rapporteurs (the
two judges who are chosen to draft the opinion of the Court), and the panel of
judges involved.
Our empirical results seem to confirm that when the President and, to a lesser
extent, the First Rapporteur (who is chosen by a process largely different from the
American experience, which therefore does not pose an endogeneity problem) are
allegedly affiliated with the Petitioner’s coalition, and the share of the panel of
judges supporting the Petitioner’s coalition increases, the odds of success of the
latter go up. The result is particularly robust when tested with alternative
specifications. Therefore, our empirical results seem to be inconsistent with the
view - generally held by legal scholars - that ideology or political variables play no
role in explaining behaviour at the Belgian Constitutional Court. Decision-
making in the Court is therefore inevitably political in nature. This is also
81 Leysen was (although not formally politically linked) suggested by the Flemish Party N-VA.
That party criticised the fact that now a hearing in the Senate was held necessary although there was
no clear legal basis for such a hearing and it did not take place with previous candidates (see
Nieuwsblad, www.nieuwsblad.be/article/printarticle.aspx?articleid=DMF20131205_00873829,
visited on 24 September 2014).
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inconsistent with the view that judges have of themselves as being politically
neutral and impartial after being nominated.
Still, the empirical outcome does not indicate a sharp politicisation or party
agenda as documented by empirical studies concerning the American reality. In
fact, our results are easily comparable to previous studies on Italy and France
(where direct observation of individual votes is unfeasible) or Germany, Portugal
and Spain (where individual votes are observable). Unlike many empirical studies
in the United States, we do not find that constitutional judges in Belgium are
overwhelmingly reactive to political considerations.
With respect to the more general question of explaining judicial behaviour, our
article provides evidence going against the standard formalist accounts. Political
preferences seem to matter significantly. As in most civil law countries, and in
contrast to the US, there is little correlation between judicial philosophy and
political ideology. Therefore, it cannot be held that constitutional judges are pure
formalists, yet divided with respect to judicial philosophy. At the same time, it
should be emphasised that the evidence also shows that it is not only political
preferences that matter in constitutional review.
Supplementary material
To view supplementary material for this article, please visit https://doi.org/
10.1017/S1574019617000050
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